MANTRAS ASSOCIATED
WITH THE ARCHETYPES GEOCROM
WHITE TRIANGLE, open to change
PINK TRIANGLE, everything is fine and in peace
RED TRIANGLE, you can
ORANGE TRIANGLE, get active and find the motivation
YELLOW TRIANGLE, you're free and you always were
GREEN TRIANGLE, heal your heritage and your provenance
TURQUOISE TRIANGLE, reestablish your links and your place in the Network
BLUE TRIANGLE, you are accompanied
VIOLET TRIANGLE, decongest and relax your whole being

PINK SQUARE, recapitulate and look for the origin of the conflict
ORANGE SQUARE, tune in and expand in abundance
GREEN SQUARE, listen and interpret the voice of pain
BLUE SQUARE, direct and use your personality well

WHITE PENTAGON, you are androgynous, masculine, impeller and creator
PINK PENTAGON, nothing and nobody can upset you
YELLOW PENTAGON, you already know
GREENBLUE PENTAGON, know yourself and trust in You
BLUE PENTAGON, allow your essence to direct your personality
VIOLET PENTAGON, you are able to order everything and complete it

WHITE HEXAGON, start again and heal your life
PINK HEXAGON, now you can open your heart, love and love yourself
ORANGE HEXAGON, interconnect information and all your data
GREEN HEXAGON, detoxify yourself from what invades you and purify yourself

GREENBLUE HEXAGON, you are aligned with the All and well polarized
TURQUOISE HEXAGON, give structure, structure and solidity to everything
BLUE HEXAGON, light and information are in you
PURPLE HEXAGON, with nothing and nobody you are complete and free

WHITE HEPTAGON, relax, observe, wait and allow
GREEN HEPTAGON, come out of contradiction and find your coherence
PURPLE HEPTAGON, empty and eliminate everything unnecessary

WHITE OCTOGON, sit back, relax and rest
MAGENTA OCTOGON, seek your truth and be yourself with transparent
VIOLET OCTOGON, evolution always implies change

WHITE DECAGON, you are androgynous, feminine, nutritious and managing
PINK DECAGON, educate your inner warrior
ORANGE DECAGON, live your life here and now in joy
YELLOW DECAGON, you can optimize and manage your internal resources
GREEN DECAGON, sensitize all your perceptions
TURQUOISE DECAGON, recover your psycho-energetic balance
BLUE DECAGON, you are empty of charges and protected
VIOLET DECAGON, transmutes all emotional density

WHITE DODECAGON, you're absolutely not guilty of anything
PINK DODECAGON, find and decide your true path
TURQUOISE DODECAGON, open your strategic vision of the future
PURPLE DODECAGON, free yourself from the traces and ruts of the past
BLUE DODECAGON, you have will, focus and autonomy
VIOLET DODECAGON, communicate your being to the world and empathize

WHITE OVAL, open your entire aural field and sponsor it
RED OVAL, allows your fluids to flow
TURQUOISE OVAL, clearly defines your links with others

WHITE CIRCLE, you are pure love
PINK CIRCLE, you are equanimity, peace and inner silence
MAGENTA CIRCLE, you are much more than you think you are
ORANGE CIRCLE, you are the joy and the expansion
YELLOW CIRCLE, you are the force of Life and the certainty
GREEN CIRCLE, you are full and calm health
GREENBLUE CIRCLE, you are the wisdom and the discernment
TURQUOISE CIRCLE, you have a function and a mission in the universe
BLUE CIRCLE, you are the purpose, the direction and the will
PURPLE CIRCLE, you are a cluster of memories
VIOLET CIRCLE, you are dignity and energy lightness

POWER ANAGRAM, amplifies your great potential of light
SRI YANTRA, there is only one path of intuitive-rational cognition
SMAR HARA YANTRA, create your life as you want it to be and regenérate
RIGHT-HANDED SPIRAL, you can love the whole world
LEFT-HANDED SPIRAL, you can love yourself
ARCHETYPE of CREATIVITY, leave the wheel of routine
YANG ARCHETYPE, activates everything immobile
YIN ARCHETYPE, deactivates all excesses
WATER ARCHETYPE, you can dissolve
FIRE ARCHETYPE, you can dance
AIR ARCHETYPE, you can dream
EARTH ARCHETYPE, you can build

